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The Guppies
by WILS CRAMER
They moved effortlessly and with a vague
inquisitiveness through their transparent
realm, probing, pausing, immersed in many
endless threads of contemplation; and yet,
some of them thought, their speculations were
about nothing—or about nothing that could
be resolved with any certainty; the realm
through which they moved was all too finite
—their most certain knowledge remote and
meaningless within the vastness of infinity.
And still they searched for understanding,
as though compelled, for they were filled
with the wondrousness of being in itself, and
lost in conjecture without an end ....
They had generally agreed that their ability
to think was of somewhat recent origin, for
there were some among them even yet who
thought not at all, or from whom, at least
thought failed to emanate; these few moved
off indifferently when approached, and
showed no inclination to join the others when
they assembled.
But they had known for several genera
tions, quite beyond doubt, that the realm dis
played marvelous geometric precision, and it
remained for all to confirm. The precision
was exemplified in a number of aspects, such
as the sides of the realm, which had been
checked and checked again: the sides—which
were four in number—were perfectly smooth
and flat, and also incalculably hard; these
planes and their intersections were faultlessly
vertical, and those sides opposite each other
were perfectly equal in size and shape.
The symmetry of the realm—wonderful
though it seemed—scarcely equaled in won
der the many remarkable assertions to which
that knowledge eventually gave rise. Cer
tainly, many of them thought, such perfection
as the realm exhibited implied design, and a
design seemed to require a designer; that the
design had been executed seemed even more
marvelous, for this would require some man
ner of power—an incredible power—for it

was also obvious that the realm could not
have sprung from sheer nothingness, nor
without a cause. Nearly all were satisfied of
the existence of the Power; existence itself—
which they could not doubt—seemed to re
quire it.
Speculation devoted to the nature of the
Power, however, yielded no such general
agreement. Their every fleeting glimpse of
truth had filtered through those multi-layered
circumstances of their experience: for all
those things of pleasure, there was still pain;
for all their wonder, it was not unmixed with
fear. Sometimes, in fact, although at great
intervals, the very substance of the realms
seemed turned against them, clouded and
filled with terror; but since these occurences were infrequent, and, moreover, unplea
sant to contemplate, the subject was not
often pursued at any length.
Many of them were convinced that the
realm had been created especially for them.
Why, they argued, should the realm exist at
all, if not in fulfillment of those conditions
necessary for their own existence? They
argued in this fashion, principally, as the
result of a certain defect of their imagina
tion: they were not able to envision any pur
poses for the realm’s creation in which they
were not central.
A few, nevertheless, usually ventured to
object to this sentiment, for it seemed to in
volve an assumption that the Power thought
as they thought, and wished as they wished;
the few that objected thought that this
seemed not quite right, and proposed, in turn,
that the Power was infinite and consequently
inscrutable—but they were accused of being
enigmatic, since their observations concern
ing the nature of the Power necessarily ended
at that point.
The upper surface of the realm inspired the
greatest awe among them. It was a perfect
plane, as were all the surfaces of the realm,
3

but it was yet incredibly unique; unlike the
other surfaces, it was apparently bounded
by nothing whatever! And on those occasions
when the life passed from one among them,
the upper surface, in time, would stir, and the
lifeless remains vanished miraculously into
the void. This they found bewildering be
4

yond all comprehension—but it became cus
tomary to regard that space which lay above
the upper surface as the Realm of the Power.
There was further reason for the fascina
tion with which the upper surface filled
them: out of that same ethereal void into
(Continued on page 23)

For J. S.
by DAVE BURT

A shingle, fallen from a staging, slow
Descends the new-laid roof below
And makes the same soft whispering I heard.
A deer, when downed efficiently—before
The killer and the mice pre-empt the name
Of Time—thrusts out to rid itself of life,
And done, begins the last withdrawing drag
Of flesh over the sun-dried autumn leaves
Into a single thing: such was the sound I
heard.
That halted war. Time then might have a
holiness,
And so I stopped and stared.

His lips pulled at the air, as love in life
Were there to feel. No gibbering, not then;
Only, as water laves a keel when flung along
in fast caress,
And then lies foaming on itself a while
Before it melts away to try once more,
Just so, his mouth employed itself.
His nose bubbled with a thickening flow
Of airy blood; yet still the brow and it
Were quite unwrinkled: it seemed they may
have tried
And could not, even then, tell one
i Which smells were sweet, what gods one
ought to know.
' His hair lay still, under the helmet’s edge;
| Though a dozen showed where they’d been
hurled,
| Grouped by the blow the fragment struck,
and set
| Themselves, a link between the olived steel
and sun.

They looked a single tufted probe, with reach
Both up and down, a road that led to wound
or world,
A minaret where one could almost stand
To call a faith.

His wound had filled and overflowed as when
A spike is driven through a green and fresh
cut plank
And sap is there. I thought so many cells
Must be confused and frightened, so many,
falling
On each other; I was wistful, surely
They were crowded now, needed room, per
haps
They only wished to know who’d stopped to
watch.

His eyes lay open; but, they were not shrunk
And darkened from charades, or episodes
Flown quickly forward by a slackening mind
That had thrived when fed on its own parades
Nor were they bright (as meet at times like
this,
When a creator and his created greet
Each other with shine and smile of recogni
tion
In some fantastic golden hall or street)—
They didn’t look at all, perhaps, though quick
They seemed to me. They may have ques
tioned love,
Maybe they asked, or else accused—but who
Then was there to flinch or squirm?
Of what could they accuse?
And whom?
The eyes lay open, they were two drops
That, moving from a pond to make a brook
Below a hemlock dam, before they fall,
Are caught and held in light to show
The black and mossy logs beneath.
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Two Views
An Interview with Leslie A. Fiedler
by MILT SHERMAN

“It is impossible to speak of a living or dead
‘literature.’ There are only living or dead
authors; and sometimes indeed only those of
ficially dead are really living. We have at
the present moment more than a few really
vital writers. I do not refer only to aging
giants like Hemingway, Faulkner, Eliot (an
American, after all), but to younger novelists
like Saul Bellow or Wright Morris or Ber
nard Malamud and younger poets like Rich
ard Wilbur and Theodore Roethke. I do not
mean these to be inclusive lists, they are just
examples, almost random ones.
“The question of who reads the good writ
ers, of their relation to their audience, is an
other (and grimmer) story.”
WHAT PLACES DOES POETRY OCCUPY
IN OUR CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY — IS
THERE A MARKET?
“If one thinks of poetry in terms of a ‘mar
ket,’ one ends up in despair. There are poets
and there are people who read poetry. We
seem to get, as we go along, always more
poets, and fewer readers of poetry—until now
their numbers are about equal (indeed, they
are largely the same people). Most Americans
have never read any book; of those who do,
only a tiny portion read volumes of verse. No
matter. Those write poetry who must; those
read poetry who can. Earning a living has
nothing to do with it—the poet will have to
attend to this as an extra-curricular activity.
Fortunately, there are poets in residence at
more and more colleges, jobs in creative writ
ing by the score.

Illustration by Mary Morris
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IN YOUR OPINION, WHO ARE THE FOUR
OR FIVE BEST CONTEMPORARY AMER
ICAN WRITERS?
(Continued on page 19)

An Interview with Robert O. Bowen
Robert O. Bowen came to MSU a year ago
to replace Walter Van Tilburg Clark in the
Creative Writing program. He has a re
spected, if minor, reputation in America as a
novelist, short-story writer, and creative writ
ing teacher. His novels, Weight of the Cross,
Bamboo, and Sidestreet have called forth
some very flattering criticism, some outright
indignation, and, as he says, “no great for
tune, though enough to make out on.” The
essence of the indignation aroused is that Mr.
Bowen is prone to use “brutally frank” lan
guage. Perhaps! Yet, Gene Baro of the New
York Herald Tribune found cause to melio
rate this with the epitomization that “cruelty
and degradation are not used sensationally
or for ornament but are integral to a con
trolling moral purpose.”
Professor Bowen does not associate himself
with a school of writing, and, in point of fact,
he came to Montana to escape from pseudoliterary people and super-sophisticated cities.
I must admit that last week when I went to
Ms home to interview him for Venture, he
certainly didn’t look very literary.
He walked up just as I did, and was wear
ing moccasins, Levi’s, and a red mackinaw
that was just about two sizes too big for him
(with a bent toward philanthropy, I thought
to deal him out of it). We sat down with
his wife over coffee and talked for a while
about the Beacon Annual collection of short
stories he’s editing.
“It keeps me reading,” he said, giving a
tired look at the stacks of magazines, ranging
from Playboy to the Kenyon Review, on the
coffee table.

by D. F. BRASSEUR
We went upstairs and in a few minutes were
sprawled out in chairs in the professor’s
study, surrounded by books and two desks
piled with manuscripts and student papers.
On one wall is a big panel of color photos of
mountains, and piled in the far corner were
his rucksack, ice-axe, and other gear.
“So?” he said, turning that scowl on me that
he usually reserves for unprepared freshmen.
“Well,” I fumbled around, “what about this
modern literature, is it thriving?”
“Yes!” he said. “In fact, there’s so much
good stuff lying around, very little stands out
as spectacularly as Melville and Hawthorne
did in the 19th Century. There are a hun
dred writers as good as Ambrose Bierce or
Lafcadio Hearn, and the standards are so
high now that Hawthorne couldn’t have pub
lished a lot of his stories today.
“We have Faulkner and Hemingway and
Steinbeck—and a slew of others just on
their way up. There’s Nelson Algren, a
master stylist, who has the guts to write
about people instead of simply topical ideas;
Harvey Swados who writes about industrial
peasants as though they were human—a rare
touch nowadays; even Ray Bradbury, for that
matter, for he does write with some of the
beliefs people still hold in this country.”
“Would you say which one’s were best?”
I asked candidly.
Professor Bowen ruminated a moment,
then said, “No.”
This was distinct enough for me to under
stand that he didn’t like the question.
“I will not be a part of awarding Oscars in a
(Continued on page 20)
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jimmy blue in his world
by MILT SHERMAN

Illustration by Anne Thomas
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Jimmy Blue lay pleasantly jackknifed in
bed dreaming about the herd of grazing buf
falo and the Indians who looked like bushes
moving out cautiously from a ravine toward
them. From time to time Wild Bill Elliot
galloped grim across his dreams. The buffalo
milled, the Indian shot an arrow, and they
were off in glorious stampede. Jimmy had
dreamed himself directly in the path of the
moving buffalo and he leaped behind the
rocks, as Wild Bill would have done. The
pounding hooves shook the earth and the dust
fogged high into the sky.
Yesterday was Jimmy’s eleventh birthday
and his mother and Hank had taken him to
town in the old Dodge truck to see a Western
movie. Twice during the dull newsreels and
Mickey Mouse comedy his mother had to
whisper, “Be still now, and don’t fidget so.”
But, when the words “Trading Post” appeared
far off across the low mounds of hills and
suddenly loomed into full focus, he sat ten
sely on the edge of his seat, waiting for Wild
Bill to ride up on his black stallion, make a
swinging dismount, and inquire into the na
ture of the trouble. Wild Bill, getting infor
mation, silenced a couple of tough guys in
the saloon right away. This was good, but
the best part was when he de-horsed Club
Foot Jack under the butte. Jimmy sat rigidly,
unable to keep his fists quiet, feeling that
Club Foot would have received exactly the
same treatment from him. It served him
right for trading whiskey and rifles to the
Sioux and causing the uprising.
Jimmy rolled over quickly, drove his fists
into the pillow and kicked his toes into the
mattress. One swing went wild and hit
something solid. Half awake, he felt Hank’s
big hand on his shoulder, shaking him.
“Hey, cut out that dreamin’! Yuh hit me
in the ear.”
Jimmy, very silent, laid his face down at
the corner of the pillow where the duck
feathers were leaking out.
That morning it seemed that the milking
took an awful lot of time, but after break
fast Jimmy got away from Hank to feed the
chickens. He tripped along the loose board
walk from the house through the yard, with
out bothering with the sagging gate. It didn’t
matter anyway because Hank said the chick
ens could go into the yard if they wanted to.
Jimmy hesitated at the door of the old gran
ary and quietly slid his hands up along his

hips, removing imaginary .45’s from their
holsters. He lifted the door carefully by the
thread-spool handle, so it wouldn’t drag, and
stepped through quickly. Standing spraddled
with his back to the door, he worked his hands
piston fashion, aiming at knot holes, cracks
and along the bleached logs to the corners
where they came together roughly. The black
mice flitted and piled over one another, as
usual, getting to the closest corner or hole.
“Pow-pow. Pow-pow. Pow.”
Jimmy blew the smoke out of his ‘45’s, holstered them, and moved slowly over to a sack
of wheat with a lard pail. The mice weren’t
as much fun as he had expected them to be.
They should have shivered into a corner and
died from fright. Besides, Wild Bill never
shot at mice. He always had a fast stallion
and real outlaws to chase.
“Say, put up them six-shooters, Gene Autry,
and get them chickens fed. We gotta get this
cottonwood sawed up.” Hank was standing
in the yard screwing two handles onto a
crosscut saw.
Hank didn’t know nothing about cowboys.
Nobody stood as tall in the saddle or swung
fists like Wild Bill.
He scattered the grain, listlessly, for the
chickens, ducks and geese. A few ambitious
hens flew and ran from the sidehill back of
the privy, or up from the barn and pig pens
where they had been doing early morning
hunting for grasshoppers and worms and
things. Jimmy felt he’d have to get away
from this place if he were ever going to have
any fun. Maybe he could think of an excuse
to saddle Old Tango and ride off into the hills
somewhere.
When he put the pail back in the granary,
Hank was waiting for him at the woodpile.
As the saw moved steadily, monotonously,
through the cottonwood trunk, Jimmy
thought about scenes from the movie. Drops
of sweat dripped from his nose but he paid no
attention to them. There were rust colored
buttes, plenty of Indians, herds of wild
horses, exciting towns and always Wild Bill
to keep things in hand. He was dead weight
on his end of the saw, staring into the little
pile of fluffy sawdust, when Hank tried to
start a new cut.
“Hey, pay attention to your sawin’ and quit
that day dreamin’. One of these days you’re
gonna have to take some of the responsibility
(Continued on page 24)
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The newspapers will say,
Young Girl Flees Night
With White Love in Bush!
Her mother will say,
Not my little Nancy.

Her father will say nothing
But clench his hands
Deep with meaning.
The white love will say,
This is life.
I give you experience.

And Nancy will say,
I cannot go home.

In the Modern Tradition
(Backwards)
by MARCEY BARDUSK
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The Were—In the Gray Flannel—Wolf
by JOANNE COOPER
Richard Alden Jefferson, a young man who
read all the right magazines, realized long be
fore he reached New York that he lacked the
essential magic charm to admit him to those
high and exclusive offices overlooking Madi
son Avenue. Consequently, when a sudden
downpour interrupted his job-seeking and
forced him to take refuge in a shoddy offavenue store one afternoon, he was amazed
to see before him the ideal of his dreams, the
symbol of his hopes, a miraculously tailored
gray flannel suit.
“A ridiculously low price on this suit, sir,”
said the gnarled salesman, helping him into
it. “There’s just one minor defect. Ah, I
would advise you not to wear it outside on
nights when there is a full moon.”
Richard, admiring his new lean sophisti
cation in the flawed mirror, shrugged. “Quite
all right; I never go out at night. Unhealthy
habit.” He listened in fascination to the new
sound of his voice and was filled with enthu
siasm and confidence as he paid for the suit
with his last $23.02 and headed back toward
the Promised Land.
True to all his wildest expectations, Richard
and the gray flannel suit were fantastically
successful. Within three months he was one
of a number of vice-presidents with a private
office, an expense account, and three secre
taries, and the first vice-president asked him
for the name of his tailor. As a result of his
inspired promotion on the Wolf toiletry line—
“Our perfume brings out the wolf in am/
man”—he soon found himself five floors
higher, in an office suite with four phones,
nine secretaries, three expense accounts, and
a fabulous future.
A young man whose suit was the epitome of
all gray flannel suits and whose career was so
spectacular naturally had no difficulty in per
suading one or another of his decorative Sec
retaries to work with him far into the night.

In fact, as proof of his devotion to business,
he often kept three or four of them extremely
late, afterwards taking them to dine at some
place in which a young executive could well
be seen.
This idyllic life continued until one night
when a certain secretary—a statuesque
blonde—spoke of an overwhelming desire to
walk through certain secluded portions of
Central Park. As the sky was clouded, Rich
ard had no objections, and the evening be
came quite climatic.
Suddenly a full moon appeared through a
rift in the clouds.
“Good Heavens!” said Richard. His suit
shuddered convulsively, slid off him, and be
came a large and healthy wolf.
“Your perfume,” said the wolf, leering at
the statuesque secretary, “brings out the wolf
in me.”
“Well,” she said, shrugging nonchalantly,
“one wolf is the same as another. But where
is Mr. Jefferson?”
Richard, shivering and clad only in shoes,
socks, shirt, underwear, and moonlight, saw
that he was becoming invisible, so that his
clothes appeared suspended in air. “It seems
to me,” said the wolf, watching with great
interest, “that, having no real personal iden
tity, he is only a were-nothing.” The wolf
sighed. “There are so many of them nowa
days.”
At this interesting moment, however, the
moon disappeared behind the clouds and the
wolf, with a mournful yelp, turned back into
a gray flannel suit. Richard, who had re
gained his visibility if not his equilibrium,
hastily donned the suit and proposed to his
secretary, hoping that if they were married,
no one would ever believe her strange tale.
She, however, was quite satisfied; even if her
husband really were nothing, his income
was increasingly substantial.
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“Cyrano” at MSU
by LONNIE DURHAM
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One OF the more outstanding events to
take place on our campus this quarter was the
Masquer’s production of Edmond Rostand’s
“Cyrano de Bergerac”. Although “Cyrano”
is a complex, sensitive, and ambitious work to
be attempted by an amateur group, the play
was definitely a success in Missoula. Of
course, no one is pretending that the student
troupe managed to “capture” the highly pol
ished “Cyrano” as Jose Ferrer, even, was
barely able to do in the Broadway production
of 1946; it would be foolish and unfair to
expect it, yet the attempt yielded over two
hours of genuine entertainment—a rare treat
for most of us. It was fun to watch “Cyrano”.
The enjoyment of a play begins, of course,
with a playwright. When “Cyrano de Ber
gerac” was first published and produced in
1898, Edmond Rostand leaped suddenly into
world prominence. Paris audiences were
sophisticated then, fed by a literary realism
that had shown them practically every gar
bage can, back alley, and brothel in town.
The fairy-tale knights and cavailers of Scott
and Dumas occupied, for the realists, about
the same realm as Rudy Vallee does for to
day’s teen-ager. But realism was stark and
wearisome for a world whose imagination
was being stimulated and excited by the
Spanish-American war, its running sea bat
tles and Teddy Roosevelt’s Rough Riders.
Rostand invested the proper proportions,
and sold, so to speak, while the market was
high. Tastes were again swinging toward
romance, it is true, but they were tastes
tempered with a sophistication demanding
that the new hero have both feet on the
ground. A pure soul and valiant heart were
no longer enough to make the good guy vic
torious in the end. Intelligence became a
virtue in the admirable hero and goodness
and beauty were merely the products of a
good mind. Thus Cyrano “carries his ad
ornments on his soul.” Certainly his nose
would have been an impediment had it be
longed to Sir Galahad or Don Juan.
To stretch a point, there has been a similar
evolution of our own cowboy hero. It was
once enough to ride in from nowhere, save
the range from unscrupulous sheepmen, and
disappear into the sunset without even kiss
ing the girl. Nowadays this can’t be done
until the stranger has figured out all the
socio-economic effects of his contemplated
action.

The argument is not, of course, to point out
that we have the same tastes as those of the
audiences of Paris in 1898, (although the dif
ferences may not be so great as one would
suspect) but simply to show a few of the
qualities which have been responsible for
the continued general popularity of “Cyr
ano.” The romance is still acceptable to us.
It is not so sickeningly sweet or so naive that
we laugh in the wrong places. The reality is
based on the most solid ground available,
history; there actually lived a Cyrano de
Bergerac, and his exploits were hardly less
fantastic than those of the stage Cyrano. And
so we have a good, sound romance with the
hero performing feats anyone in the audi
ence might, providing, of course, that he
posessed those extreme qualifications of ar
rogance born of a nose, humility born of in
telligence, and self-sacrifice born of an ex
quisite sensitivity.
But the very elements making this-a good
play are also those which make it difficult to
perform. To be practical for college presen
tation, therefore, it must be scaled down to
fit the means at hand. It is like trying to
play the world series on a Little League
diamond. Cuts must be made in dialogue,
both to shorten the total length of the play,
and to ease, for audience and actors alike,
the burden of sustaining convincingly some
of the longer passages. Yet the spirit of
“Cyrano” must not be lost; the delicate bal
ance of speech and action must be maintained.
Since the M.S.U. theatre is not M.G.M.,
earthquake scenes and aerial dog-fights are
hardly practical. The physical facilities have
to be kept in mind and not over-extended.
These are some of the problems, the debit
side of the sheet. The total depends, then,
on the credits—how well these problems are
met.
Probably one of the brighter aspects of
the Masquer’s production was Mr. Schmitt’s
handling of stage design—so bright, in fact,
as almost to outshine some of the actor’s
efforts now and then. A spectator might
take refuge from a ragged portrayal simply
by shifting his gaze a few feet to the warm,
lively scenery. Happily, this was seldom
necessary. The aim, of course, is total effect,
and skillful stage design may have been the
extra boost needed to achieve it.
Besides the problems that come under the
broad category of staging and physical ef
13

fects, there are the problems of direction—
words and action, trying to recreate these
people as Rostand intended them to be. Ros
tand’s hero was proud, yet humble. He was
brash, yet sensitive and unassuming. Above
all, he was intelligent, and Rostand wants us
to believe that Cyrano ran Montfleury from
the stage as a matter of knowing superior
from inferior theatre and not as a means of
picking a fight or gaining attention. It is the
old argument of the glorious soldier versus
the scholar (or college athlete versus the
college student if you prefer) over who is
the better man, but in Cyrano these two op
posites are in equal balance, taking the better
part of each. We no longer have simply a
good guy, but a good smart guy.
When the necessary deletions are made in
the dialogue, however, Cyrano is stripped of
a portion of his poetic nature, leaving him
vain at times, ridiculous at others, and some
times even a sword-waving bully. There is
a tendency for both audiences to protest his
ban of Montfleury, for it now seems that the
action is performed only for personal glory
and not as a protest against mediocrity.
Again, the total effect is the most important
and the Cyrano of one scene tends to com
pensate for the Cyrano of another. The spirit
is not lost.
In the same department, Christian occas
ionally gave the impression of being a Ten
nessee farm boy on his first visit to the city
rather than a nobleman and a member of
the elite guard. Rostand, of course, meant
there to be a distinct difference in the natures
of Christian and Cyrano, and the Masquers
gave him this difference with plenty to spare.
Although this inarticulate youth made the
love between himself and Roxane seem
somewhat adolescent, it provided a pleasant
humor, especially in scenes with the shrewd
Cyrano, that Rostand probably never intend
ed in just that manner.
In a professional performance, these slight
imperfections might be considered great
faults, but the ultimate purpose of a college
presentation is to learn, entertainment being,
of course, a very important by-product. If
both enjoyment and experience are gained,
nothing more can be asked of any production.
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by TERRY CARPENTER

Void

Night Wind
If
in this world of chaos
there is a meaning
to existence

Why
am I left
in the ebb
to grow cold
I am young
and am not
yet seem so.

But there is
no past
no future
no beginning
no end
no time
no
In desperation
I turn
and do not find
Seeming on the verge
I fall back
into nothingness

So I whimper
once
twice
And still find
nothing—

There’s a star in the night
In the clouds of the wind
In the cold of the dark.
There’s a wail in the night
In the still of the pines
In the dark of unknown.
Then the cold and the wail of the night wind
Though forgotten during the day,
Seem near when the shadows threaten
And desolation descends again.
But mention the anguish in passing,
Whisper the fear so low,
Speak of the doubt, the longing
As if they are not so.
Suggest that life is ordered
Never question the rest
Whimper of violence, of fury
But always, ever forget.
Thus the star burns on
And the wind cries through
Through the cold
Through the dark
and the bitter alone.
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The Anyday Prophet
by JOANNE COOPER
“Forget the spring-day memories
That you have held before,
The kite-wind tossed illusions of
Your childhood’s mystic lore.
“Discard them all,” I heard him say,
The down-skinned callow seer,
As we stood on the orchard lawn
His rhetoric to hear.

“The race has passed its innocence;
New savagery we learn,
For Orpheus turns to opium;
Demeter’s ways we spurn.”
The fervent motions of his arms
Turmoiled the tender air,
And caused a cherry-blossom snow
To drift about his hair.

“Eden’s sun is moribund
In radioactive clouds.
With Judas-coin Bacchus is paid,
While Moerae spin our shrouds.
“The Prince seeks Cinderella out
with alimony’s thrall;
For any paying passer-by
Rapunzel’s hair will fall.
“To lure the wolf, Red Riding Hood
Now sheathes in silk and mink,
While Snow White’s hands, grease-burned
and red,
Scour skillets in the sink”

The April day seemed still and bright,
But wind tortured young trees,
And cold cascaded down our backs
And melted in our knees.
The prophet thrust forth nail-chewed hands
To hold us as we left.
“Oh, let your parents search their souls
And answer for this theft!”

We wandered through the smoke-gloomed
halls
And peered in flaw-faced mirrors,
Seeking reassurance for
A thousand furtive fears.

Then over beers we huddled close
And stared with no surprise
At juke-boxed neoned orators
With adolescent eyes.
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The
by LYNNE STOUT

Drops of rain water stole down the trough
into the brown barrel resting under the spout.
The clogged eaves of the old two story frame
house soaked up most of the moisture but an
occasional “plink, plunk” sounded faintly on
the rusted bottom of the barrel.
A slim, tow-headed boy of eight, dressed in
faded overalls and a blue T-shirt, opened the
kitchen door. He stood on the porch and
breathed in a deep lungful of the soft rain
smell and looked skyward at the dispersing
clouds.
Mom,” he called in to the kitchen, “it’s
stopped raining already.” The boy waited a
minute for her comment, and when she said
nothing, he opened his mouth to repeat what
he had said, then thought better of it. He
started down the steps and walked out in the
yard, his bare feet picking up pieces of wet
dirt, thrown like confetti on the ground, not
enough to still the dust.
Bobby stood still in the middle of the yard,
looking around for something to do. The red
bam, with a rooster weathervane standing on
its roof, sprawled half-hidden in the draw,
and he moved in that direction. Then he
stopped and looked toward the empty bunk
house, near the front of which sat an old
grindstone wheel where his Dad used to shar
pen the mower blades. Bobby hurried over
to it, climbed up on the seat and with his
legs pumping up and down, got the wheel to
turning. Round and round it went, faster

Rainy
and faster, and Bobby smiled—it was fun.
Then he got down, walked into the bunk
house and found a rusted file. Again he
mounted the seat of the grindstone, and when
the wheel was whirling rapidly, he forced the
blade of the file against the stone. The whin
ing, remembered sound of the slowed-down
wheel, and the sight of the sparks flying,
made him clutch his stomach in awful pain.
He threw the file on the ground, and pumped
furiously with his legs, making the wheel go
faster and faster, but it no longer was any
fun.
Soon he got off the seat and walked out into
the yard again. He looked toward the farm
machinery scattered around, and he thought
of going out to sit on the seat of the hay rake.
But it would just sit there and he would sit
on it, tripping the rake guard uselessly, for no
purpose any more.
Bobby looked back at the house, his mother
was still inside, and finally he turned and
walked slowly down the incline to the barn.
He climbed up on the wooden corral fence
and walked across the top pole, his arms
waving in the air and one bare foot following
the other in crouch-toed steps.
“Maybe I should go play in the badlands,”
he said to himself. But maybe he wouldn’t.
Yesterday he had played down there in the
gulley among the miniature formations and
he still felt a little cheated. He had been
there all afternoon, crouching behind the

Day
badland jut, keeping hidden, counting to 5000
like he’d promised, then slowly inching him
self on his stomach to the top of the mound.
He’d opened his eyes so slowly and had
looked across to the place where the dirt
road met the highway, knowing he would see
the car turning through their gate. “There
wasn’t no car,” he said, still feeling the dis
appointment of an unkept pledge. “I played
fair too; I counted all the way to 5000, by l’s,
and never once peaked.” Bobby turned
around and balance-walked back' to the first
post, grasping it with his arms and leaning his
body against the rigid support. “Not even a
tourist car, asking for water for the radiator,
or ’Is this the right road to Kadoka?’ ” Bobby
hugged the post, wondering if he should
give the gulley another chance. “Maybe I
skipped a number,” he thought.
As he leaned there, silently day-dreaming,
wondering, a cloud of dust rose up near the
highway. Bobby stared at it, half-dazed,
then he clutched the post. “A car!” he shouted.
Then another dust cloud, and another. “Three
cars!” He couldn’t believe it. Bobby watched
the cars, following one another in close pro
cession, dip down the gulley road south of
the house, then emerge quickly into view like
boys diving in shallow water. Eagerly he
watched as the cars pulled on to the dirt road
leading to the yard. He jumped down from
the corral fence and ran rapidly up the hill.
He could see the cars were filled with people
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and the licenses were not the familiar yellow
and black of South Dakota plates.
Keeping his eyes on the cars as they stop
ped far out in the yard, Bobby walked hur
riedly toward the house. A few seconds
after the motors stalled, men, women and
children tumbled out of each car, a wheel
rolled off an axle as four men jacked up the
lead car, unscrewed bolts and got out a pump
and can of tire patching from the trunk.
Bobby blinked his eyes, then stared openeyed again at the activity radiating around
the cars, colors whirling everywhere like last
year when Dad had painted the blades of the
old Zenith windcharger with leftover paints.
Two dark-skinned women, wearing colored
long skirts and bright head scarves, set ablaze
the path from the house to the barn with
their rushing, colorful strides as they set out
in opposite directions from the cars. Three
more figures of flaming color left the cars,
hurrying toward the workshed, the bunk
house and the chicken-coop.
“Gypsies,” Bobby exclaimed, half-fright
ened, half-enchanted. He increased his speed
to the house as a gypsy woman overtook him
and he sprinted up the steps and into the
house ahead of her.
“Mother,” he called, “three carloads of
gypsies are in the front yard.”
Mrs. Braddock rushed to lock the screen
door, but too late. The irregular-toothed face
of the haggard woman thrust itself in the
door, a leg wedged between the screen frame
and the door jamb.
“Bobby,” Mrs. Braddock turned and'whis
pered, “call the Priest brothers.”
“Aw, Mom.” Bobby said.
“Hurry!”
Bobby went into the living room, took
down the telephone receiver and rang two
shorts and a long. When Ken Priest’s voice
answered, Bobby said softly, “Gypsies.”
“Bobby?” he heard Ken ask.
“Yes,” Bobby said, and quietly placed the
receiver back on the hook.
When he returned to the kitchen, the gypsy
woman was wriggling her body against the
pressure of the door and pleading, “A new
baby,—we need milk for the new baby that
was born last night.” Mrs. Braddock looked
questioningly at Bobby and he answered with
a nod. She stepped back, allowing the gypsy
to move into the kitchen. Bobby found an
empty can and as his mother poured milk into
it, the gypsy’s eyes darted around the room.
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“And eggs,” she said, her red, green and
yellow head band an indistinct blob of color
as it bobbed down, up, forward, back, the eyes
below peering into covered dishes, looking up
on top shelves and gliding in and out of cor
ners. Mrs. Braddock broke eggs into a fry
ing pan, her hands beginning to shake, her
face moistening. “Pepper,” the gypsy said,
“more pepper,” and her brown fingers grab
bed the pepper shaker from Mrs. Braddock.
The yellow-yolked eggs became covered with
black dots, like a sticky tablecloth with mid
summer flies.
Then the gypsy woman reached for the
ham Mrs. Braddock had ready for dinner and
she looked around for a knife. Three curlyhaired gypsy children came in the kitchen
door, followed by an older, golden-haired girl.
The girl tried to push past Bobby toward the
upstairs but Bobby held out his arm and
stopped her. His mother stopped slicing ham
and gave Bobby a look of quiet desperation;
the haggard gypsy demanded, “More, more
ham.” A child’s dirty fingers stole into a
cooky jar where Mrs. Braddock kept her but
ter money and Bobby shouted, “No, no.” He
held out his arms and pushed his whole
weight against the slippery, squirming bod
ies. The old gypsy stroked his cheek and
appealed to him, “For our new baby—we
need milk and food.” Bobby let his arms drop
but he stepped back to block the entrance to
the other rooms.
“All right,” he said, “but stay where you
are. Mother is fixing your food.” He felt
the golden-haired girl’s body press up against
him, and she took his hand and said, “Let me
tell you your fortune.” The warm, moist
hand felt soft and nice, and Bobby smiled,
looking down at the floor. She fingered his
palm slyly, then whispered, “I could tell you
a lot of things.”
The noise of the Priest brothers’ truck
roared into the room and sent the gypsies
running to the door. Bobby looked out the
window and saw Pete Priest swinging his
truck up near the house with the mountain
ous figures of Ken and Paul standing in the
rear of the pickup, with baseball bats held
over their shoulders.
The screen door opened; the old gypsy ran
out, followed by the golden-haired girl and
the curly-haired children. From the chicken
coop, the bunkhouse, the workshed, and the
barn more gypsies ran. The bright ribbons
(Continued on page 27)

Fiedler’s View . . .
(Continued from page 6)

“I’ve named some above—let me say only
a word more for Saul Bellow, who writes
living prose, never settles down into a man
ner, always is trying something new—and
will end writing the Huckleberry Finn of the
urban 20th Century.
“A further word, too, for Theodore Roethke, who is the craziest, the wildest and most
daring of our poets in a time when most of
them (even the good ones—even Richard
Wilbur) take no chances, are too competent
and polite to bear.
“There are several good writers in all cate
gories—too many to name in so brief a space.
It’s chilling, really, to keep talking of the
best anyhow. Writers who seem to me in
one way or another to escape the trap of dull
ness are: in fiction, Katherine Anne Porter,
Carson McCullers, James Baldwin and J. F.
Powers; in verse, John Crowe Ransom, W. H.
Auden, Robert Lowell and Robert Penn War
ren (the latter in the novel, too). These are
in addition, of course, to Hemingway, Faulk
ner, Eliot, Pound, etc., who seem more an
cients than contemporaries.”
HOW DOES AMERICAN WRITING COM
PARE WITH FOREIGN LITERATURE?
“All I can say is that in Western Europe
(excluding England), American literature
is regarded as an example and model. This
is a dull time in many places—France, for
instance (where the liveliest writer is an
Irish survivor of the ’Twenties, Samuel Beck
ett)—and by comparison we look good.”

. IS THE FUTURE BRIGHT FOR YOUNG
; WRITERS IN AMERICA?
“It’s hard to know what a question like
this means. It is easy for the writer to stay
, alive in America, not hard to eat—indeed,
i hard to starve. The worst threat to the writer
I is that it’s too easy to achieve a small sort of
| success. The real question is: how relevant
I to the lives of most Americans is what the
| writer writes? He can do only a little about
I this. Chiefly, our people have to decide
I whether they want writers at all. The writer
K knows they need him; unfortunately they
I don’t unless they read to begin with. It’s a
I trap!”

WHAT EFFECTS DOES A COLLEGE WRIT
ING PROGRAM HAVE UPON AMERICAN
LITERATURE?
“College writing courses provide livings
for American writers. Of the writers I’ve
mentioned, Bellow teaches at Minnesota
(where the novelist Robert Penn Warren
preceded him and the poet Allen Tate is his
colleague); Roethke teaches at the Univer
sity of Washington, Bernard Malamud at Ore
gon State, Richard Wilbur at Wesleyan, etc.,
etc.
“Colleges also provide a ready-made (in
deed, captive) audience. If literature is con
sumed nowhere else, it is in the classroom—
and more and more people get into the uni
versity classroom.
“How good this is for literature finally is
too speculative to answer. For now, it is
worth saying that literature lives chiefly at
the universities.”
WHAT EFFECTS DO PUBLISHING
CLIQUES HAVE UPON THE WRITING
FIELD?
“Never heard of them. There are, to be sure,
groups of publishers and magazines who have
particular tastes—but there are so mani/ of
them, there’s a ‘clique’ (if you like the word)
for everyone. Take your pick: Partisan Re
view clique, New Yorker clique, Playboy
clique, Harper's Bazaar clique, Atlantic
Monthly clique—It’s an open market—with
patience, luck and no nerves (plus lots of
time) anyone with some talent—some with
none—can be a writer and be published, for
what that's worth.”
DOES THE MONEY ANGLE HAVE A GOOD
OR BAD EFFECT UPON THE COLLEGE
WRITER?
“If the college writer were really influenced
by dreams of money, he wouldn’t be a writer
to begin with. Plumbing is not hard to learn
—and the School of Business Admiinstration
can always take a few more.”

WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS OF CRITICISM
UPON MODERN WRITING?
“Criticism never hurt anyone—and has
helped a few. Only the remnants of the
Back-To-Nature school of art believe that a
man is a better writer for knowing or worry
ing less about technique and the demands of
his craft.
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“Moreover, much modern writing is criti
cism—an ancient and honorable brand of
literature. Some of our good poets are also
our good critics: Eliot, Pound, Auden, Tate,
John Crowe Ransom etc. Surely the connec
tion is not accidental.
“One can get too much of anything—even
of criticism. There is, however, never too
much good criticism—and even one bad criti
cal article is one too many!”

Bowels View . . .
(Continued from page 7)
craft that I respect,” he added. “Saying which
was best would be like saying champagne was
flat out better than beer.” Then, as an after
thought, “Not all people like champagne.”
“How about the foreign writing?” I said.
“I don’t read it as much and frankly, I don’t
care much about what I do read,” said Pro
fessor Bowen. “I’m an American novelist, and
essentially don’t care a hoot for continental
mental gymnastics, British mannerisms, or
Russian partisanship. What I’m getting at is
that Dylan Thomas wasn’t a great poet be
cause he went to London or New York. He
just went there to get drunk! His poetry was
written in Wales, and he wasn’t ashamed to
be Welsh and write about Wales. Well, I’m
not ashamed to eat in the Oxford (Missoula’s
Oxford maintains a fare that is designed to
nourish rather than tickle the palate) and I
know my craft well enough to realize that
the Oxford means more to me as a novelist
than the Left Bank of the Seine does.”
“What do you think about New York?” I
said, angling for a different perspective. “And
are there really publishing cliques?”
The professor mulled the things around a
bit, then rejoined, “First off, if I liked New
York, I wouldn’t be in Missoula. New York
is for creeps, hacks, and social climbers. A
writer goes to New York, spends a lot of time
politicking around editors and literary hang
ers-on, and his writing reflects a New York
slickness. He’s so busy playing the cocktail
game he forgets what he had to write about.
Half of the literary journals in the States
have been ruined by Madison Avenue cliqueishness, by suave young men oiling old foun
dation heads for fellowships and grants. These
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people have a kind of surface competence, but
they’re not writing out of an American fabric
of life. They live in a weird world where
there are no families with kids, no old people,
and no ordinary problems. They begin to
think their trivial little psychoanalysis or
their precocious affection over some obscure
poet is more important than life and death, or
just plain raising a crop."
“A few years ago,” the professor reflected,
his feet propped on the desk, “Gide was all
the rage in Eastern literary circles. Well,
Gide was all right, I suppose, but where has
the balance gone when we find reams of
paper devoted to the meanderings of a Euro
pean sex deviate while an American writer
like Steinbeck, who actually produced a
Homeric epic about a people, is almost com
pletely gone from the American chit-chat?”
“But aren’t the writers dependent on the
critics?” I pursued.
Professor Bowen gazed up at an oil paint
ing that portrayed him with melancholy eyes
and a mean, tight-looking mouth (I strongly
suspect that it is a character antithesis), and
replied in a patient, complaining tone, “Look,
Brasseur, the critic’s job is to instruct the
reader about the writer, not to play collie dog
to the writer. Writers who pay attention to
critics get farther and farther from the
people they’re writing about.
“Faulkner,” he continued, “doesn’t line up
for the critics at all. The same week the Nobel
Prize was announced for him, a cricket on the
front page of The New York Times Book Re
view chirped on the fact that people were
tired of his depraved writing! Well, what if
he’d listened to that kind of talk? I ignore
them myself because I find that one critical
piece praises me for exactly the same detail
that another curses me for. The only con
clusion I can reach is that I know more about
it than the crickets do.”
When the Professor had simmered down a
bit, I hazarded another inquiry, “What are the
chances for (this blushing) aspiring young
writers in America? and how helpful could
a college program be to a writer?”
“Economically—that is, security wise—and
socially too—writing is at least as sound a
field as geology, accounting, or forestry Al
most any student who works at the craft of
writing with the effort that geology or medi
cal students work could become a professional
writer, and a fairly well-paid one. Writing
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isn’t inspiration so much as it is hard work
and a craft that can be learned.
“Right now colleges are the natural place
for young writers. More than 80% of Ameri
can fiction is written at universities by either
students or professors. Naturally the young
writer shouldn’t expect to make much money
until he reaches some professional compe
tence,” he elaborated, “but even for begin
ners there are entries. Venture, I understand,
doesn’t pay much. (I took exception to this
thrust, the outcome of which was favorable.)
But there are all sorts of fellowships and
grants available. Then too, there are minor
writing jobs such as feature articles.
“I suppose” he soliloquized, “the weakness
of college writing programs is their tendency
to cause competition and dilettantism among
students. If the young writer worked under
the assumption that he was writing for people
in Two Dot and Boston, not just his class
mates, he wouldn’t be so liable to fall into this
rut.”
As I left Professor Bowen’s sturdy brick
home, I couldn’t help but think that it seemed
to be a tolerable replica of his literary
thought, it being unostentatious but essen
tially stable and, above all, highly service
able.
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11 November 1955— Paris
by KEN BLEVINS
I stood on the corner and let the crowd mill
round me.
All kinds . . . from everywhere . . . were these
people.
Turks, Englishmen, Belgians. Cavalier,
grenadier, sailor.
Arabs, black and mystically turbaned.

They pushed and jostled me on the corner,
each one.
Speaking emotionally in his own tongue of
his own emotions.
Frenchmen by the thousands . . . American
Legionaire from the States.
Quiet ones and somber were some.
The Arc de Triomphe, spectre-like tower of
Babel,
Stood once more proud, festooned in the glory
of the Tricolor.
Engulfed in thousands of faces, surrounded
by sound.
The Arc with it’s lonely shallow grave.
Powerful, smooth black autos encircled the
Arc.
Each one brought more men to move and
speak.
Top hatted, formal coated, and women in
finery.
Hand shaking and quick smiles. And old
enemies.

The crowd cried loudly in unison twenty
languages.
Children laughed. Students wondered. Old
soldiers limped.
The breeze of November ruffled the flags
and turned up coat collars.
The moment arrived . . . and stilled every
thing.

Immobile we stood. Then . . . the cannon
boomed!
The following quiet moment was disturbed
only by the
Rustle of the wings of the doves of peace as
they scattered
From their nests in the Arc.
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Illustrated by Roy Ekstrom

The prayers were mouthed. The band blared
the anthem.
Women cried. Old soldiers rendered salutes.
Children laughed.
Horses pranced with shining sabres and red
plumes atop.
Soldiers marched with gleaming bayonets.
Huge, black automobiles roared away, each
with its rider.
Paper, torn and tossed, fluttered in the
November breeze.
Beret passed turban. Turban passed cap
with “South Dakota” enlettered.
The crowd moved on, sniffling and grinning.

The Arc stood quiet, festooned in the Tricolor.
The wreaths were floral artwork on the
grave.
The bands were an echo in the distance. Old
soldiers rested.
The doves of peace returned home.

The Guppies
(Continued from page 4)
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which the dead vanished came their nutri
ment. This, many of them held, was certain
proof of their dependence on the Power. It
was difficult to argue otherwise, for their
very survival apparently rested on the Pow
er’s slightest whim; but it was also proof,
they continued, of the Power’s benevolence
on their behalf, and in this thought they
found reassurance.
A few usually ventured to object to this
latter view: if the Power was good, they
wondered, as well as transcendent, how were
they to explain even those seldom times of
helpless terror?—those times when even the
substance of the realm seemed clouded and
filled with horror?—times of death, when
many of them perished and inexorably van
ished beyond the upper surface?
And as these were questions for which or
dinary logic proved inadequate, they were
answered without it—a circumstance which
necessarily produced great subtlety, as well
as a splendid variety of answers.
In this manner lengthy and momentous
controversy filled the realm, although very
little was ever resolved; with passing time, in
fact, simple issues of dissent became a cause
of terror for which they were themselves re
sponsible, for even those arguments advanced
with the most benign purposes often devel
oped with such vehement conviction as led
to violence, and several of their number de
parted lifeless from the realm on this ac
count.
Several of them, who were reflecting apprehensively amid the confusion, became
plagued by doubts concerning positive assertions. Although they soon found the state of
uncertainty to be an unhappy one, they re
mained even more distressed at the thought
of being positive; to these—although they
were certain of nothing whatever—it appeared that their kind was lost in conjecture
without an end, or that something made it
seem that way...........
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Dr. McKelvey cleaned his glasses with
characteristic thoroughness, and after replacing them firmly across the bridge of his
nose, removed the stopper from the beaker
tagged #11. He began to pour the solution

into a finely graduated tube, which it was
necessary for him to observe very closely,
for his vision was still somewhat defective
in spite of very heavy lenses. It was a rou
tine task—the sort of thing that he had come
to rely on Thompson for—but he did not like
to feel that he had too far removed himself
from the humble mechanics of investigation.
Dr. McKelvey was disturbed, at the mo
ment, recalling an incident that had taken
place that morning. A chance remark by his
assistant had revealed to him a certain mis
understanding between them concerning their
procedures—his assistant mistakenly believ
ing that Dr. McKelvey had assumed respon
sibility for the nightly feedings. As a result,
the feedings had not taken place for two
days.
This particular event was not likely to pro
duce any adverse effects on their experi
ments, but Dr. McKelvey was deeply con
cerned with the principle involved: accurate
interpretation of such results as may be ex
perimentally obtained depends largely on the
uniformity of controls. Dr. McKelvey had
felt called upon to reprimand Thompson, and
had done so—mildly, however, since he was
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not certain that Thompson had been the one
in error.
With these distracting thoughts partly oc
cupying his attention, Dr. McKelvey peered
at the solution slowly rising in the tube;
when he was quite certain that the tube con
tained precisely twenty cubic centimeters he
set the beaker down and replaced the stopper.
As he walked down the long aisle between
the two rows of glass aquariums his disturb
ing reflection slipped from mind, and he be
gan to consider certain facts connected with
the experiments. The strain represented in
the tenth through fourteenth tanks had de
veloped a highly unusual tolerance, although
as yet there had been little visible mutation
Only the behavior pattern revealed a marked
peculiarity—this in the form of a viciousness
wholly alien to guppies.
Dr. McKelvey stopped in front of the tank
with the metal tag stamped #11. When he
had added the solution to the circulating
mechanism he began to observe the contents
of the tank with increased interest. The
guppies were soon racing furiously in every
direction, apparently in great panic, and sev
eral were already thrashing with rapidly
weakening convulsions near the surface. Dr.
McKelvey frowned slightly peering into the
clouded water.
“May have been a little too much this time,
Thompson,” he remarked musingly. He had
addressed his assistant out of long habit, al
though thinking mostly to himself; a momen
tarily delayed impression came to him that
less than a minute before his assistant had
said something or other to him—something
odd, about the sky—and had left the room.
Dr. McKelvey walked to the door of the
laboratory, which had been left open, and
noticed that the outside door was similarly
open. When he reached it, he saw that his
assistant was standing motionless on the
walk, and that the sky was of a strange and
unfamiliar hue. He descended the steps and
advanced towards Thompson, meanwhile
looking at the sky.
There were no clouds, but the sky held no
trace of blue; it had been almost orange, only
moments before in the doorway, although
now it seemed more nearly yellow, and was
quickly turning white. It had the appear
ance of shimmering metal, as though in
tensely hot.
He began to turn, noting with some aston
ishment that 'the sky displayed this same
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strange characteristic in all directions, but
even in that instant Dr. McKelvey’s body,
mind, and thought were lost together in
whirling ashes.

Jimmy Blue in His World
(Continued from page 9)

around here. I can’t be watching you all the
time to see you don’t get a arm sawed off.”
When they stopped to rest, Jimmy sat on
the tree trunk and kicked his foot through the
sawdust.
“Where d’ya suppose Daddy is now, Hank?”
“Oh, hell I don’t know. He’s probably
loafin’ somewhere, like always.” Hank threw
his hat back, revealing his thick black hair,
and ran his red bandanna in a circular mo
tion across his broad forehead and over his
square jaws and blunt chin. Hank said he
was going up and start getting the binder
ready for cutting. That would take him all
day or more, and Jimmy could get some of the
weeds out of the vegetables forenoon, and get
started cleaning the hen house right after
dinner.
“I thought probably I’d go up and snake out
a couple of cedar posts for the corral fence,”
Jimmy said, hoping that at least he might get
to ride Old Tango.
“No. That fence’s still standin’. We gotta
get this other work done up first. Them
chickens are in pretty bad shape in there.”
“Yes,” Jimmy agreed. He wiped his fore
head with the sleeve of his grey sweat shirt
and looked down the front of his bib-overalls.
If this were a real ranch, like the ones in
Wild Bill’s country, he’d be going out looking
for rustlers or meeting stage coaches, or some
thing. There’d be plenty of exciting things
to do.
When 4 o’clock finally came, Jimmy drop
ped his manure fork, which wouldn’t work
for a rifle at all, on the chicken house floor
and skipped fast for the barn. Usually he
went to bring the cows out of the hills for
milking at 4:30 but today the time didn’t
matter because Hank was still up at the
binder. At the corner of the barn, he
stopped dead still. Midnight, the slick gelding
that ran in the hills with the other horses, was
standing in the corral switching flies. Jimmy

tip-toed around the corner, crawled fast on
his hands and knees under the big gaps
where the boards were missing, and sprinted
to the -corral gate, jerking it shut. He rubbed
his hands together to remove the dried cow
manure from them and circled the horse, who
trotted into the barn carrying his head high.
Jimmy had ridden Midnight before but
never after a movie.
“Whoa, boy. Easy there,” he said, as he
stood on the apple box and bridled him.
The gelding was high-spirited but Hank had
broken him well; he had respect for humans
but he always tried to kick the stuffin’ out
of a dog that nipped at his heels, or even
trailed him. Midnight wasn’t a stallion but
he was plenty fast and a lot of horse for any
man.
As Jimmy led Midnight out of the barn, he
glanced desparingly at Tango, who stood col
lapsed in his usual stall. He always had to
drag Old Tango out, but the gelding followed
quickly, at the slightest urge of the rein, like
he wanted to come.
Before he mounted up, Jimmy led him
through the cow piles and out of the corral.
He walked the gelding past the old meat
hanging tree and the salt lick, but when he
entered the cottonwood grove at the mouth of
the canyon below the corral, he gave him
some rein; Hank couldn’t see him now, even
if he wasn’t at the binder. The smooth rise
of the horse under him made him forget,
momentarily, about the Wild Bill movie.
After he galloped through the cottonwoods,
the scrubby cedars along the base of the
canyon flashed by, as well as the bare paths
and rain water washes that led up to the flat
tops of the low Horseshoe foothills.
Riding past the muddy, hoof-marked spring,
Jimmy forgot about his freckles, uncombed
hair, and his loose bib-overalls. He had on
Levis with a silver buckle belt, .45’s, and a
tight fitting black shirt. A fella couldn’t
expect to ride Midnight with just any kind
of garb. He slapped his hip and went “powpow-pow” at the cedars, rock ledges and sage
brush. It felt a little foolish play acting but
it was too real to resist the temptation. A
jack-rabbit bounded out from behind a bush,
leaped a few yards up the side of the canyon,
and sat alert by a clump of bunch grass.
Jimmy uncoiled an imaginary lariat and rode
hard after him. The rabbit was a strayed
maverick that needed to be thro wed and the
lazy J slapped on him. That was his brand.

He threw his rope at the clump of grass, as
the rabbit vanished, and slowed Midnight
quickly.
“Good work, boy. We got him.” He pat
ted his mount on the neck and headed back
on course, up the canyon. Everything would
come out like it ought to riding Midnight,
because he was a real horse and you could
feel him.
Usually he would ride to a high lookout
point immediately to scout for the cows, but
not this evening. There was a bend up ahead
and a wide open space where the canyon
forked. It was a perfect spot for an old cow
town, the kind of town Wild Bill might ride
into with his hand on his .45 and a grim look
on his face. Jimmy slumped in the saddle
and made a pass at his hatless head to adjust
his ten-gallon Stetson. He’d been in the sad
dle for two days and he was no one to mess
with. Up there in the town he was certain
to catch up with the horse thief who made
off with his pinto. Old Spot wouldn’t have
gone if he hadn’t been forced. Everybody
said that.
Jimmy rounded the bend and pushed
through the cedars into the clearing. His
rein hand rested on the saddle horn and his
right dangled loose, ready. There would be
quick justice and no nonsense. He could see
three horses tied to the hitchin’ rail in front
of the saloon. One was a pinto. Climbing
down from Midnight and letting the reins
fall to the ground, he walked solemnly around
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in a circle by a cactus plant, checking the
markings on the pinto. There was one black
hoof and three white with a wire mark across
the right front leg muscle. It was Spot, all
right, brand or no brand. He deliberately
pushed past a couple of fir branches and stood
spraddled, squinting at the people at the bar,
individually.
“Who’s the horse thief who rode up on that
paint outside?” he said to a sapling pine. His
legs trembled but his voice was steady and
loud. He glanced from side to side, quickly,
taking in the card tables, the rear door and
the windows. If there were foul play he’d be
prepared to handle it. The men withdrew
slowly. The bartender ducked. One man
was left. He was standing at the center of
the bar. Jimmy knew it would be this way.
This was the show-down.
“Take yer riggin’ and high-tail it, hombre,
or make yer play!”
Jimmy waited a couple of seconds with his
eyes steady on the pine. Then, in a single
movement, he crouched, slapped his hip and
went “pow.” The horse thief slumped, sixgun dangling in his hand, and fell face down,
dead. Jimmy strode a few paces forward and
said, “whiskey.” When he threw his head
back to down it, he noticed that the sun was
low in the sky. He’d have to be movin’ on.
He got his left foot into the stirrup and
scrambled up to the horn, with the aid of
the cinch strap. As Midnight pranced,
anxious to go, he swung on wide and colorful
and galloped up the left fork, toward Abilene.
Jimmy looked at the sun again and grew
serious for a moment. He’d have to find the
cows pretty soon or Hank would be waiting
for him at the corral with the cart and cans.
But he got an early start; he still had some
time.
He reined up short when he rode out of
the canyon onto a bare slope. The bell cow
was feeding about two hundred yards away.
The others were nearby. If he were to get
close enough to the buffalo to make his bowand-arrow effective, he would need to ap
proach silently. Leaning low along Mid
night’s neck, he reined him off the slope and
rode along the rim of the canyon, until he
was even with the cows, and dismounted. The
gelding was a little spooky so he tied the rein
to a tree limb. Midnight didn’t like being
tied, but Jimmy couldn’t risk him running off.
As he squirmed, snakelike, out into the clear
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ing, the animal snorted. The nearest cow, 1
Old Tilly, the fence jumper, looked up. Jimmy 1
lay still and drew the branches around him, 1
that he had pulled for a camouflage.
“Easy, boy. Easy,” he whispered back to 1
his mount. Midnight looked down at him I
strangely and perked his little black ears 1
forward.'
Jimmy advanced slowly, dead serious, 1
stalking. The buffalo would thunder away, j
like hot water poured downhill, if they knew I
they were in danger. He winced when his 1
elbows or knees, that he used to pull and '
shove himself forward, struck sharp rocks. <
He watched the bell cow closely for any sign
of alarm. This was the bull, and the leader
of the herd. Close enough now, he rose to a
position on one knee and nocked an arrow
into the bow. The branches fell as he fired
and his first arrow flew fast and smooth at
Goat, the two teater, entering the beast true,
just behind the massive shoulders.
“That’ll take care of that one,” he whis
pered, making a pass over his shoulder for
another arrow.
The cows started down the slope, mechan
ically, to the canyon and the corral. They
didn’t thunder off like they were supposed
to and Jimmy felt foolish sitting alone in the
clearing by the broken branches. Jumping
up, he raced for his horse. He’d make them
move faster. Overtaking the brindle cow,
he let her have an arrow.
“Swish . . . thud. Take that!” He popped
her with the rein as he rode past.
The cows were all running hard but Jimmy
didn’t care. It served them right for not
being buffalo. He heard the bell dingling
rapidly on the Holstein as the cows left the
open slope at the point of the hill and ran
down the trail into the canyon. They would
go home by themselves. There was nothing
left for him to do. He felt released and free
as the wind.
Reversing his direction and dodging trees
recklessly, he galloped down through a small
ravine and headed toward the back fence. He
was standing tall in the saddle as grim as
steel, pounding over an open flat, when Mid
night hit a badger hole with one front hoof
and went down. Jimmy was instantly tossed
out of the saddle onto Midnight’s neck, and
almost in the same movement, he was pitched
off out in front of the stumbling horse. He
had tried, hopelessly, to grab the mane and

the bridle straps. The action came too fast
for him. He looked up in time to see a blur
of hooves and legs going over him. He ducked
down fast and threw his arms over his head.
When the horse had passed without hitting
him with a hoof, Jimmy got to his feet and
limped painfully up toward Midnight, who
stood tensed, quivering. His voice wouldn’t
work beyond a squeak, and when he made a
grab for the rein, the horse shied. If he were
to calm Midnight, he would need to be care
ful and patient. He edged slowly toward the
horse, with one arm outstretched, and caught
the rein. The animal shied and glared at him
wildly.
“Whoa, fella. It’s all right now. Whoa, Mid
night.” His voice was weak and sounded
strange to him.
When the gelding stopped side-stepping,
Jimmy pulled him around in a circle and
watched him closely. He didn’t favor either
front leg but there was a chunk of dirt cling
ing to his left knee and Jimmy leaned down
and carefully rubbed it off. Walking around
in front of the horse, he rubbed the other
leg down to make sure there were no marks
there. Being late was bad enough, but if
Hank noticed anything wrong with Midnight
he’d really catch it.
The inspection over, the color gradually re
turned to his face and he began to breathe
more smoothly. He wiped the dirt out of the
scratch on his knee with the sleeve of his
sweat shirt and climbed slowly into the sad
dle. There were other skinned places on his
forearms and elbows, which he had received
skidding through the quack grass, but they
didn’t hurt much; they felt kind of satisfy
ing.
Unable to face the badger hole, Jimmy
looked out across the hills and steered Mid
night around it. Hank might have been right
when he said that about dreamin’. He never
got into fixes or nothing, and he always did
everything he wanted to do. But, still, there
must be some places where there are buffalo
and Indians, and where people do brave
things, like Wild Bill. That was probably
where his Daddy was now, at one of these
places. He’d ask Hank about this. Hank
would know.
As he urged Midnight into a slow trot
across the flat, the sun sank behind Bald
Mountain to the west.

The Rainy Day
(Continued from page 18)
drew back into the center, the pump, jack
and wheel flew into their proper places, and
the three cars drove off.
Bobby walked with the Priest brothers and
his mother to the spot where the gypsies had
parked; a colorful scarf and three patches of
dark, fresh oil on the ground were the only
souvenir of their visit.
“They didn’t even take the milk for their
new baby,” Bobby said sadly, holding the
pretty scarf in his hand.
Ken roared with heavy laughter, and Pete
pushed Bobby’s head in a rough way. “That’s
just a trick—there never is a new baby,” he
said. An embarrassed grin spread over
Bobby’s face.
Mrs. Braddock rubbed her apron across her
drawn, white forehead. “There’s a whole
platter of fried eggs and ham in the kitchen,”
she said, “—is anyone hungry?”
The Priest brothers said they’d hate to see
good food go to waste. As they walked back
to the house, Bobby tried to think of some
thing to say that big people said and laughed
about with each other, instead of at.
“Some rain we had,” he finally said.
Ken snorted and threw him a backward
remark as he hurried to walk with Mrs. Brad
dock. “Hell, Bobby,” he said, “you know it
never rains in this god-foresaken country.”
Bobby skipped a half-jerked step and
looked the other way. His Dad, when he was
alive, wouldn’t a said that. He would of said,
“That’s right, Bob, you said a mouthful
there.”
But now Bobby watched Ken jump up on
the porch to push open the screen door for
his Mother.
“Ken, you learn those city manners in town
last Saturday night?” Pete asked, and the
three men laughed, shoving one another as
they crowded through the kitchen door.
Bobby hurried up the stairs and grasped for
the screen door but it slipped past his fin
gers, and slammed shut.
He opened the door, walked to the kitchen
table and squeezed into his chair. As Ken
heaped fried eggs and ham on his plate, took
three slices of thick bread and passed the
platter to Pete, Bobby’s eyes travelled over
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the man’s heavy arms and hands, his full
stomach paunch, and puffed, flabby chest.
He looked at Ken’s moving jaws bouncing
layers of fat in his neck and cheeks and the
contrasting thin, hungry look of the gypsy
woman pushed itself into his mind.
“But sometimes—with all those kids,”
Bobby said, “they must really have a new
baby.”
Ken poked his full fork of ham and eggs at
Bobby, the juicy yolk dripping yellow globs

on the table. “Hell yes, Bobby,” he said,
“and sometimes they must really have a flat
tire!” The flabby fat jiggled with the belly
laugh that shook his body.
Bobby slipped out of his chair and left the
table. Outside, the sky was blackening again
and the clouds rushed together.
“Sometimes it really rains, too,” Bobby
said. “I know it does.” He picked up the
baseball bats lying by the step and threw
them into the back of the pickup truck.
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